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This paper is concerned with simulating a fair die with a bounded
number of coin flips and a bounded number of (possibly biased) coins.
As the main results, this paper shows that for any n2, a set of H(n)
coins is sufficient to simulate a fair n-sided die within d=Wlg nX coin
flips, where H(n) is the number of 1’s of the binary representation of an
integer n, and that for any n=2d&1 (d3), a set of d=H(n) coins is
necessary and sufficient to simulate a fair n-sided die within d=Wlg nX
coin flips. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The paper is concerned with simulating a fair die with a
bounded number of coin flips and a bounded number of
(possibly biased) coins. Clearly, a fair 8-sided die can be
simulated by flipping a fair coin 3 times. The standard way
to simulate a fair 7-sided die is to flip a fair coin 3 times,
letting 001=1, ..., 111=7. If the coins come up 000 then try
again. The expected number of coin flips is slightly more
than 3, but the upper bound on the number of coin flips for
this method is infinite. This paper is concerned with upper
bounding the number of coin flips by a fixed function of n.
This problem is initiated by Feldman et al. [6] and can be
defined informally as follows: Let n2 be an integer. Given
a set of m (possibly biased) coins C, output 1, 2, ..., n in a
short (bounded) time with equal probability by flipping
coins in C. Such a task is sometimes very crucial in choosing
an element from a finite set with equal probability,
e.g., interactive proofs [3, 7], program checking [1],
self-testingcorrecting [2], public-key cryptosystems [5],
and public key distribution schemes [4].
Feldman et al. [6, Theorem 2] showed that if only an
unbiased coin is allowed to be flipped, then for any n3
(not a power of 2), there exists no algorithm that always
terminates to simulate a fair n-sided die. Then for any n2
(not a power of 2), we allow in our model of computation
(see Section 2) to flip biased coins. In this model of
computation, Feldman et al. [6, Theorem 1] showed that
for any n2, there exists an efficient algorithm that
simulates a fair n-sided die with an unbiased coin and a coin
of bias 1n within W2 lg nX+1 coin flips. On the lower
bound of coin flips, the following is obvious.
Fact 1. For any n2 and m1, if a fair n-sided die can
be simulated within d coin flips of a set of m coins, then
dW lg nX.
We consider how to simulate a fair n-sided die within
W lg nX coin flips and show the following:
Theorem 3.1. For any n2, a fair n-sided die can be
simulated with a set of H(n) coins within Wlg nX coin flips,
where H(n) is the number of 1’s of the binary representation
of n.
From Theorem 3.1, it follows that for any n2, the upper
bound for the number of coins to simulate a fair n-sided die
within Wlg nX coin flips is H(n)Wlg nX. This upper bound
seems to be tight for every n2 and we show the following:
Theorem 4.3. Let S=[n | n=2d&1(d3)]. Then for
every n # S, a set of d=H(n) coins Cn=[ p1 , p2 , ..., pd] is
necessary and sufficient to simulate a fair n-sided die within
Wlg nX coin flips, where pi = (2d&i & 1)(2d&i+1 & 1)
(1id&1) and pd=12.
2. THE MODEL OF COMPUTATION
In this section, we present the model of computation [6]
to simulate an n-sided die with a set of m (biased) coins
within d coin flips.
A coin c is said to be of bias p (0 p1) if (upon request)
it outputs either head or tail with probability p for tail. We
say that c is a p-coin if it is of bias p. Note that (1) for any
p, we can transform a p-coin to a (1&p)-coin with no addi-
tional coin flips by regarding head as tail and vise versa; and
(2) for p=0, 1, flipping a p-coin is meaningless. Thus we can
assume without loss of generality that 0< p12. We also
assume that for any p, the outputs of p-coin are statistically
independent. We refer to a p-coin as a rational (resp. irra-
tional) coin if p is rational (resp. irrational). A sequence of
d coin flips can be viewed as a binary number of length d by
assigning the value 1 (resp. 0) to head (resp. tail). we use
C=[ p1 , p2 , ..., pm] to denote a set of m coins in which the
i th coin is of bias pi . Assume that the outputs of a pi -coin
and pj-coin are statistically independent for each i, j
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(1i< jm). For any n2, an n-sided die is said to be
fair if (upon request) it outputs one of 1, 2, ..., n with equal
probability.
To simulate an n-sided die with C=[ p1 , p2 , ..., pm]
within d coin flips, consider the following model. Let T be a
finite full binary tree of depth d. At every node of T, assume
that its right (resp. left) branch is labeled with 1 (resp. 0).
Then T has 2d leaves and each leaf l of T is assumed to be
numbered from left to right with 0, 1, ..., 2d&1. We first
assign a pi-coin in C to each node of T. This is called a node
assignment of T. Then we recursively label each node of T
with (s, w) # [0, 1]*_(0, 1] as follows: The root r of T is
labeled with (*, 1) , where * is null. When pir -coin in C is
assigned to r, its right (resp. left) son is labeled with
(1, 1& pir) (resp. (0, pir) ). Assume that an internal node v
of T is labeled with (s, w) # [0, 1]*_(0, 1) and that piv -coin
in C is assigned to v. Then its right (resp. left) son is labeled
with (s&1, w_(1& piv)) (resp. (s&0, w_piv ) , where a&b
is the concatenation of a, b # [0, 1]*. Finally, each leaf l
of T is labeled with (sl , wl) # [0, 1]d_(0, 1). Note that
for each l, sl =bin(l), where bin(l) is the binary represen-
tation of l. We then determine a mapping f from each leaf
l of T to the kth (1kn) side of the n-sided die. This is
called a leaf assignment of T. For each k, the weight Wk of
the k th side is defined by Wk= l # f &1(k)w l .
We say that C=[ p1 , p2 , ..., pm] simulates a fair n-sided
die within d coin flips if there exist nodeleaf assignments of
a finite full binary tree T of depth d such that Wk=1n for
each k (1kn), and we say that a fair n-sided die can be
simulated within d coin flips of m coins if there exists
C=[ p1 , p2 , ..., pm] that simulates a fair n-sided die within
d coin flips.
3. SIMULATING FAIR DICE WITH MINIMUM
COIN FLIPS
In this section, we will show that for any n2, a small set
of coins C can simulate a fair n-sided die within Wlg nX coin
flips. Let us look at the following example:
Let n = 21 = 24 + 22 + 20. Then H(21) = 3 and
Wlg 21X=5. Consider a full binary tree T21 of depth
Wlg 21X=5 and define a set of 3=H(21) coins C=

















The node assignment of T21 is as follows: (1) flip a p1-coin
at the root of T21 ; (2) if a p1-coin outputs tail, then flip a
p2 -coin; otherwise, flip a p3 -coin 4 times and terminate;
(3) if a p2-coin outputs tail, then flip a p3-coin 3 times and
terminate; otherwise, flip a p3-coin 3 times and terminate.





It is easy to verify that the method above simulates a fair
21-sided die. Since this method can be generalized in a
straitforward way, we can show the following:
Theorem 3.1. For any n2, a fair n-sided die can be
simulated with a set of H(n) coins Cn=[ p1 , ..., pH(n)&1 ,
12] within Wlg nX coin flips, where H(n) denotes the number
of 1’s of the binary representation of n2.
4. A LOWER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF COINS
In Section 3, we have shown that for any n2, a set of
H(n) coins is sufficient to simulate a fair n-sided die within
Wlg nX coin flips. In this section, we investigate whether a set
of H(n) coins is necessary to simulate a fair n-sided die
within Wlg nX coin flips. In general, a set of H(n) coins is not
necessary. Let us look at the example below.
We first note that a fair 7-sided die can be simulated with
a set of coins C7=[37, 13, 12] within 3 coin flips. Let
n=343=73. Then H(343)=6 and Wlg 343X=9. It follows
from Theorem 3.1 that a fair 343-sided die can be simulated
with a set of 6 coins within 9 coin flips. However, within
9=Wlg 343X coin flips, a fair 343-sided die can be simulated
with C7 by simply simulating a fair 7-sided die 3 times. In
fact, for any n=(2d&1)3, a set of H(n) coins is not
necessary to simulate a fair n-sided die within Wlg nX coin
flips.
4.1. The Infinite Set of Strong Integers
In this subsection, we show that there exists an infinite set
of (strong) integers S such that for every n # S, a set of H(n)
rational coins is necessary and sufficient to simulate a fair
n-sided die within Wlg nX coin flips. As preliminaries, let us
begin with simple cases.
Claim 4.1. Only a fair coin can simulate a fair 2d-sided
die within Wlg 2dX coin flips.
Proof. Let T2d be a finite full binary tree of depth
d=Wlg 2dX. Then T2d has 2d leaves. Thus any leaf assign-
ment f of T2d must be 11 and for any leaf l (0l2d&1),
wl=2&d. Then it follows that the weight of each parent of
leaves is 2&d+1 and 12-coin is flipped on each parent of
leaves. This implies that 12-coin is flipped on every node
of T2d . K
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Claim 4.2. Either a set of 2 rational coins C3=
[ p1 , p2] or a set of 2 irrational coins C$3=[ p$1 , p$2] is
necessary to simulate a fair 3-sided die with 2=Wlg 3X coin
flips.
Proof. It is enough to consider a set of 2 coins, because
Theorem 3.1 guarantees that a set of 2=H(3) rational coins
is sufficient to simulate a fair 3-sided die within 2=Wlg 3X
coin flips.
Let C 3=[q1 , q2] be a set of coins in which 0<q1 ,
q212. Let T3 be a finite full binary tree of depth
2=Wlg 3X. We assign a qi1 -coin to the root v1 of T3
and assign a qi2 -coin and a qi3 -coin to its left son v2 and its
right son v3 , respectively, where 1i1 , i2 , i32. Then
w0=1_qi1 _qi2 ; w1=1_qi1 _(1&qi2); w2=1_(1&qi1)_
qi3 ; and w3=1_(1&qi1)_(1&qi3). Since there exist only
6 possible leaf assignments in this case, we can easily show
that either a set of 2 rational coins C3=[ p1 , p2] or a set of









is necessary to simulate a fair 3-sided die within 2=Wlg 3X
coin flips. K
Using these claims, we can show the following:
Theorem 4.3. Let S=[n | n=2d&1(d3)]. Then for
every n # S, a set of d=H(n) coins Cn=[ p1 , p2 , ..., pd]
is necessary and sufficient to simulate a fair n-sided die
within Wlg nX coin flips, where pi=(2d&i&1)(2d&i+1&1)
(1id&1) and pd=12.
Proof. Since n=2d&1 (d3) for any n # S, H(n)=d
and Wlg nX=d. Let Tn be a finite full binary tree of depth
d=Wlg nX3. Then Tn has 2d=n+1 leaves. It is enough to
consider a set of d coins, because Theorem 3.1 guarantees
that a set of d=H(n) coins is sufficient to simulate a fair
n-sided die within d=Wlg nX coin flips.
Let C n=[q1 , q2 , ..., qd] be a set of d=H(n) coins in
which 0<qi12 (1id ). Even if any nodeleaf assign-
ment of Tn is used, leaf assignment f must satisfy (1) that
there exists a side k0 of a fair n-sided die such that
& f &1(k0)&=2 and (2) & f &1(k)&=1 for any side k (but
k=k0) of a fair n-sided die, because 2Wlg nX&n=1. Let :, ;
(0:<;<2d) be a pair of leaves of Tn such that
f (:)= f (;)=k0 and w:+w;=1n. We call such leaves :, ;
merging leaves of Tn . Note that 0<w: , w;<1n and
wl =1n for any leaf l (but l=:, ;).
Now let us consider the path Pn of length d=Wlg nX in Tn
from the root v1 to the parent of the leaf 0. Assume that each
node on Pn is numbered from the root to the parent of the
leaf 0 with v1 , v2 , ..., vd and that for each j (1 jd ), a
qij -coin in C n is assigned to vj . Recall that 2
d>n and
0<qi12. Since w0=qi1_qi2 _ } } } _qid2
&d<1n for a
leaf 0 of Tn , we have :=0. Then the following two cases are
possible: (C1) 1;<2d&1 and (C2) 2d&1;<2d. We
show the theorem by induction on d.
(Base Stage: d=3) Since d=3, n=7=23&1. Let T7
be a finite full binary tree of depth 3=Wlg 7X and let
C 7=[q1 , q2 , q3] be a set of 3 coins in which 0<
q1 , q2 , q3<12. Recall that a leaf 0 of T7 is one of two
merging leaves of T7 .
In case of (C1), it follows that 1;3 and thus w l =17
for each l (4l7).
It is obvious that qi1=37, because 1&qi1=
w4+w5+w6+w7=47. This implies that the left half sub-
tree T L7 (resp. the right half subtree T
R
7 ) of T7 simulates a
fair 3-sided (resp. 4-sided) die within 2 coin flips. Then
Claim 4.2 guarantees that on TL7 , either C3=[ p1 , p2] or
C$3=[ p$1 , p$2] is necessary and Claim 4.1 guarantees that
on T R7 , 12-coin is necessary. Thus in case (C1), C7=[37,
13, 12] is necessary and sufficient.
In case (C2), it follows that 4;7. Then we have
w0=1_qi1 _qi2 _qi3<17, w1=w2=w3=17, and wl =
17 for each l (4l7) but l=;. Thus qi1=w0+37;
qi1 _qi2=w0+17; and qi1 _qi2 _qi3=w0 . Then qij # C 7











We first show by contradiction that qij{qik for each j, k
(1 jk3). To do this, we consider the following three
cases: (D1) qi1=qi2 , (D2) qi2=qi3 , and (D3) qi3=qi1 . In any
case, qij  (0, 12] and thus we have qij{qik . Then in case
(C2), 3 coins are necessary.
We then show that in case (C2), C 7=C7=[37, 13,
12]. Let u be the parent of leaves 2 and 3 of T7 . Assume
that u is labeled with (01, w) # [0, 1]2_(0, 1) and a
qi -coin (1i3) is assigned to u. From the facts that
w2=w_qi , w3=w_(1&qi), and w2=w3 we have qi=12.
Thus one of the coins in C 7 is of bias 12. Since qij {qik ,
there exists j (1 j3) such that qij=12. From (1), both
qi2=12 and qi3=12 lead to qi1=47>12. Thus qi1=12
and from (1), we have qi1=12, qi2=37; and qi3=13. This
implies that in case (C2), C7=[37, 13, 12] is necessary
and sufficient.
Thus it follows that a set of 3=H(7) rational coins
C7=[37, 13, 12] is necessary and sufficient to simulate a
fair 7-sided die within 3=Wlg 7X coin flips.
(Induction Stage: from d to d+1) Assume that for
n=2d&1 # S, a set of d=H(n) coins Cn=[ pn1 , p
n





pnd=12, is necessary and sufficient. For N=2
d+1&1 # S,
let TN be a finite full binary tree of depth d+1=Wlg NX and
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let C N=[q1 , q2 , ..., qd+1] be a set of d+1 coins in which
0<qi12 (1id+1). Recall that a leaf 0 of TN is one
of two merging leaves of TN .
In the following, we show that a set of d+1=H(N)
coins CN=[ pN1 , p
N






(2d&i+2&1) for each i (1id) and PNd+1=12, is
necessary and sufficient.
Case (C1) can be shown in a way similar to the Base
Stage.
In case (C2), we have 2d;2d+1. In a way similar to
the Base Stage, qi1 _qi2 _ } } } _qij=w0+(2
d+1&j&1) }























We first show by contradiction that qi1{qij for each j
(2 jd+1). Assume that there exists j (2 jd+1)








It is easy to show that for the solutions yj , zj of (4),
yj , zj  (0, 1(2n)], however, from (2) and the assumption
that 0<qi112, it follows that 0<w01(2N) and thus
qi1{qij . We then show by contradiction that qij{qik for
each j, k (2 j<kd+1). To do this, we assume that
qij=qik for some j, k (2 j<kd+1). Then from (3), we
have w0=1N. It follows that qi1=2
dN=2d(2d+1&1)>
12, but 0<qi112 and thus qij {qik . From the results
above, it follows that in case (C2), a set of d+1=H(N)
coins C N=[q1 , q2 , ..., qd+1] is necessary. In a way similar
to the Base Stage, we can show that in case (C2),
C N=CN=[PN1 , P
N
2 , ..., p
N
d+1]. Thus CN is necessary and
sufficient. K
4.2. The Infinite Set of Weak Integers
In this subsection, we show that there exists an infinite set
of (weak) integers W such that for every n # W, a set of H(n)
coins is necessary to simulate a fair n-sided die within Wlg nX
coin flips. To do this, we begin by showing the following
claim:
Claim 4.4. For any n2 (not a power of 2), it is
impossible to simulate a fair n-sided die only with a single coin
within Wlg nX coin flips.
Proof. Let c be a p-coin. For any n2 (not a power of
2), let us consider a finite full binary tree Tn of depth
d=Wlg nX. Since only p-coin is flipped on Tn , the node
assignment of Tn is trivial and the label (s l , w l) #
[0, 1]d_(0, 1) of each leaf l of Tn is defined to be
sl =bin(l) and w l = pd&H(l ) } (1& p)H(l ). Then we assume
without loss of generality that wl 1n for every l. Since n
is not a power of 2 it follows that 2d&1+1n<2d and thus
we have n&(2d&n)2. This implies that for any leaf
assignment of Tn , there exists at least two leaves #, $ of Tn
such that w#=w$=1n. We call such leaves #, $ of Tn
isolated leaves of Tn . Let us consider the following two
cases: (C1) p=12, and (C2) 0< p<12.
In case (C1), w l =2&d<1n for every l, because n<2d.
This contradicts the fact that there exist at least two isolated
leaves #, $ of Tn . In case (C2), each leaf l of Tn can be
classified into (d+1) groups Li (0id ) according to
its weight wl , i.e., l # Li iff w l = pd&i } (1& p) i. Note that
each group Li satisfies the following properties: (P1)
&L0&=&Ld&=1 and (P2) wk<wh for each k # Li and each
h # Lj (0i< jd ). Thus isolated leaves #, $ of Tn must be
in Lm for some m{0, d because of property (P1). Then from
property (P2) and the fact that w#=w$=1n, it follows that
wl>1n for each leaf l # Lj (m+1 jd ). This contradicts
the assumption that wl 1n for every l. K
Combining Theorem 3.1 with Claim 4.4, we can
immediately show the following theorem:
Theorem 4.5. Let W=[n | H(n)=2]. Then for every
n # W, a set of 2=H(n) coins is necessary to simulate a fair
n-sided die within Wlg nX coin flips.
With respect to the uniqueness, Theorem 4.5 is weaker
than Theorem 4.3. Indeed, for any integer n=(2d+1+2d)2
(d0), there exist at least 2 sets of 2 (rational) coins
Cn=[19, 12] and C$n=[13, 12] that simulate a fair
n-sided die within Wlg nX coin flips.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have studied how to simulate a fair
n-sided die with a bonded number of coin flips and a boun-
ded number of (biased) coins. We conclude with posing
open problems.
v Open Problem 1. For any n2, how many coins are
necessary to simulate a fair n-sided die within Wlg nX coin
flips?
v Open Problem 2. For any n2, are irrational coins
useful to simulate a fair n-sided die within Wlg nX coin flips?
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